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Patient Finance
Accelerate the Revenue Cycle

Patient Finance Solution

Manually managing EOBs delays the revenue cycle, stifles

In the diagram below you will see how our solution speeds EOB

productivity, puts patient information at risk and limits productivity.

processing, boosts cash poster productivity and helps protect

Perceptive Software offers a complete solution for managing both

patient privacy.

paper EOBs and those submitted via EDI 835 and 837.
Scan paper EOB

With Perceptive Software process and content management
technology, facilities can capture scanned EOBs and imported
EDI streams and tie individual EOB pages to patient records in the
billing system, while making it possible to view the other pages in

Quickly post cash to the billing system for
this patient

SCREEN

the multi-patient document. This facilitates timely cash posting
that isn’t possible when cash posters are sifting through stacks

Link the page relating to the first patient on
the list to her billing system record

of paper EOBs. Users quickly route patient information needed
to handle denied and accepted items, secondary billing and
more, speeding the revenue cycle.

Receive a request from insurance company
for patient’s EOB information

A more efficient revenue cycle from start to finish helps
promote faster reimbursement with fewer denials. Powerful
redaction tools enable cash posters to mask sensitive patient

Use the Perceptive Content redaction tool
to obscure other patients’ information

information electronically, eliminating the time-consuming task

Patient finance complements our healthcare solutions for HIM,
patient admissions, clinical workflow and the back office to deliver
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of manually obscuring such data.
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Send the EOB page to the requestor

time and cost efficiencies throughout the healthcare organization.
Using this solution, your organization can:
~~

Speed the revenue cycle while minimizing denials

~~

Safeguard patient privacy with redaction and other 		
dynamic features

~~

Boost cash poster productivity by enabling them to 		
pinpoint information for any patient and eliminating
the need to manually redact

~~

Extend the value of EDI technologies by
automatically capturing electronic streams
and parsing multi-page documents

~~

Improve availability of patient information to
authorized staff

www.perceptivesoftware.com/healthcare
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Patient Finance Solution in Action
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Jonathan Lloyd calls, wanting to know how
much of his hospital bill was covered by his
health insurance company.
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You pull up Jonathan’s record in your application
and click the Perceptive Content button.
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Perceptive Content displays a list of all
Jonathan’s documents and you select the
EOB for his most recent visit.
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Perceptive Content immediately displays the
specific EOB page relating to Jonathan and
you quickly locate the information he needs.
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Flexible + Seamless Integration
According to HIMSS research, most healthcare
organizations have 40+ disparate health
information, clinical and business applications.
Seamless integration is necessary to ensure
current and consistent data critical for rapid
coding, informed care decisions, and billing
and core HIM processes. Perceptive Software
provides myriad integration options to meet
the healthcare environment’s unique needs,
including patented LearnMode technology,
HL7 and an advanced API approach. So staff
is connected to the patient and business
documents they need instantly — wherever
they are, whatever they’re doing, directly from
any system such as MEDITECH, Epic, Cerner,
McKesson, GE and Siemens.
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